Pizza Cutter Sharp Rocker Blade Heavy Duty Stainless Steel With
Cover Launched
Kaio announced the continued availability of their Sharp Heavy Duty Steel Pizza Knife
Cutter Rocker Blade With Cover "Pizza Knife Cutter Rocker Blade With Cover by
Kaio" available at amazon.com. More information can be found at https://goo.gl/kIilJD.
Kaio announced the continued availability of their Sharp Heavy Duty Steel Pizza Knife Cutter Rocker
Blade With Cover "Pizza Knife Cutter Rocker Blade With Cover by Kaio" available at amazon.com.
More information can be found at https://goo.gl/kIilJD.Cheyenne, United States - March 16, 2017
/PressCable/ -Announcing the launch of the pizza cutter knife in a rocker blade design and with a protective cover.
The knife is made of stainless steel and is dishwasher safe. The steel blade prevents rust and is can
also cut cakes, bread fruits and vegetables.
Announcing the launch of the pizza cutter with rocker blade and cover. This knife can also be used
to cut cakes, breads and so on. The blade is made of stainless steel and the cover makes the cutter
safe to store anywhere.
For more information visit https://goo.gl/kIilJD
Getting a pizza that is not pre-cut can turn into a messy and wasteful process. If the knife is even
slightly blunt, a lot of the cheese and topping will slide off the crust. If the blade is not long enough,
the handle will get in the way of a neat and precise cut.
The rocker blade pizza cutter is 13.75 inches long and 3.5 inches tall. This enables it to effortlessly
slice through the biggest pizza and pizzas with both thin and extremely thick crusts. There will be no
need to saw back and forth to get multiple slices cut together.
The stainless steel blade allows for restaurant-quality neat slices to be cut. It can be washed in the
dishwasher and is durable and does not rust. The cutter blade comes with its own protective cover.
The cover is easy to replace and also can be easily removed and put back on. The cover ensures
that the blade need not be stored in any inaccessible place but can be safely kept along with the
other utensils.
Providing greater value for money, the versatile knife can be used for other food-related cutting
purposes. It can be used to cut bread, cakes, pies and the sharp blade even works well with fruit
and vegetables.
The pizza cutter knife is made with such dedication to quality that it comes with a lifetime guarantee
against manufacturing defects. It will be a good replacement for a host of cutting equipment in the
kitchen. For more information or to place an order, visit the link given above.
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